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We give an axiomatic proof of the second theorem of Bertini and we show to 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
The classical “second theorem of Bertini” states that the general member 
of a linear system S on an algebraic variety V (over C) is nonsingular but 
perhaps at the base points of S and at the singular points of V. This 
implies, for example, that the general hyperplane section of a nonsingular 
variety embedded in P” is again nonsingular (see [ 5, II, S.lS]). 
The second theorem of Bertini is false in positive characteristic, but 
becomes true under suitable assumptions, which avoid pathologies due to 
inseparability (see e.g., [ 131). 
Other theorems of the same nature are known for other local properties 
such as: normal (see [ 1 l]), reduced, R,, S, (see [4]) and weakly normal 
(in characteristic zero, see [ 1 I). 
The aim of this paper is to show that the second theorem of Bertini 
holds for all local properties 9 which satisfy certain very natural axioms, 
and to discuss these axioms for 9 = weakly normal. 
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More precisely, let us consider the following axioms for a local property 
9, in the case of locally noetherian schemes: 
(Al) whenever 4: Y + Z is a flat morphism with regular fibers and Z 
is 9, then Y is .P too; 
(A2) let 4: Y + S be a morphism of finite type, where Y is excellent 
and S is integral with generic point q; if Y, is geometrically 9, then there 
exists an open neighbourhood Ii of q in S such that Y,, is geometrically 9 
for each s E U; 
(A3) 9 is open on schemes of finite type over a field. 
Our first result (proved in Sect. 2) is 
THEOREM 1. Let X he a scheme of finite type over an algebraically closed 
field k, let 4: X + P;: he a morphism with separably generated (not 
necessarily algebraic) residue field extensions. Suppose X has a local 
property 9 verifying (Al ) and (A2). Then there exists a nonempty open sub- 
set U of (Pz)* such that 4-‘(H) has the property 9 .for each hyperplane 
HE U. 
COROLLARY 1 (Second theorem of Bertini). Let V be an algebraic 
variety over k = k, and let S be a finite dimensional linear system on V. 
Assume that the rational map V --+ P” corresponding to S induces 
(whenever defined) separably generated,field extensions. Let 9 be a property 
satisfying (Al), (A2), and (A3). Then the general’ element qf S, considered 
as a subscheme of V, has the property 9 but perhaps at the base points qf S 
and at the points of V which are not 9. 
Proof: Let X be the complementary of the base locus of S and of the 
(non P)-locus of V. Then X is open and it is sufficient to apply Theorem 1 
to the morphism X-+ P” induced by S. 
COROLLARY 2. Let VC P” be a closed subscheme and let .P be a local 
property satisfying (Al ) and (A2). Then zf V is 9, the general hyperplane 
section of V is 9. If moreover 9 satisjies (A3), then the ~-locus of V is 
preserved by the general hyperplane section; that is for the general hyper- 
plane H of P” one has P( V n H) 2 P( V) n H. 
Remark. It is known that axioms (Al ), (A2), and (A3) are satisfied by 
some of the most usual properties (e.g., regular, normal, reduced, R,,..., see 
[lo, (21.E) p. 156; 3, No. 28, 9.9.5, No. 24, 7.8.61). Thus we have the 
corresponding statements for these properties and, in particular, the 
I As usual “general element” means element of a suitable open subset of the projective space 
which parametrizes S. 
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classical second theorem of Bertini and the result of Seidenberg on general 
hyperplane sections of normal varieties. 
In the last section we discuss (Al ), (A2), and (A3) for 9 = weakly nor- 
mal. 
We recall that a reduced noetherian ring R with finite integral closure S 
is said to be weakly normal (WN) if and only if the sequence of R-modules 
is exact, where CJ maps h to h @ 1 - 10 h mod N(S 0 R S), being 
N(S @ R S) the nilradical of S 0 R S (see [S, Theorem 1.61). 
The main result of Section 3 is 
THEOREM 2. The property WN satisfies (A2). 
Since WN is known to satisfy (A3) in any characteristic and (Al ) in 
characteristic zero (see [8]), the above result provide a new proof of 
[ 1, Theorem 2.41. 
Our approach to Theorem 1 is straightforward. By general facts we have 
that the preimages of the hyperplanes are the fibers of a certain morphism 
B -+ (VI)* and hence we can apply (A2). Then by (Al ) and by the 
assumption on the residue field extensions, we reduce the problem to show 
that a certain K-algebra (explicity written) is geometrically regular over the 
field K. This is the core of our proof and we deal with it by adapting an 
argument of J. P. Jouanolou [7] and by using a result of R. Y. Sharp [ 121 
on the dimension of the tensor product of two field extensions. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is rather technical. With the notation as in 
(A2), we show first that taking fibers commutes with normalization on an 
open subset UC S (this was proved in [9] in the analytic case and the 
same idea works here); next we prove (A2) under the extra assumptions: 
yV is geometrically normal and Z, is geometrically reduced, where 
Z=(Ux, F),,,. The main point is now to show that the above extra 
assumptions hold after a suitable flat purely inseparable base extension 
S’ -+ S; the general case follows easily from this. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We follow the idea outlined in the Introduction. Our first step is to 
reduce our proof to the main technical lemma (see Lemma 2). In the 
following all schemes are locally noetherian. 
Let P:= [FD; and let Z be the reduced subscheme of $ x P* whose set of 
closed points is {(x, H) E P x P* 1 XE H} and consider the commutative 
diagram 
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I I 
x m -P 
where g and z are the canonical projections. Clearly for each hyperplane 
Hc P considered as an element of P* we have &‘(H)~:(T~‘(~-‘(H)), 
therefore, as the property 9 satisfies (A2), we have only to prove that the 
generic fiber of p: = rc 0 CJ is geometrically 9. 
Note that, if q is the generic point of P*, p-‘(n) = X x P Z, as k(n)- 
scheme, so we have only to prove that for each field extension K/k(q), the 
K-scheme (X x P Z,) Qk(,,) K is 9. 
Let 4: (X x p Z,) Ok(?) K + X be defined as the composition of the 
following morphisms 
Clearly q is flat, since it is obtained as the composition of a base change 
and a flat morphism; therefore, as X has the property 9’ verifying (A 1 ), we 
have only to prove that the fibers of q are regular. 
Let then (X0,..., X,,), (Y,,..., Y,,) be homogeneous coordinates in P and 
P*, respectively, and let { U, >, { I+‘,} be the corresponding standard aftine 
coverings. For each c1 put V, : = q3 ~ ‘(U,), Z, : = (U, x W,) n Z, and let 4% :
(Vu x u,(ZAJ Xkhj K + V, be the morphism obtained by restricting y. 
For all E’S we have q E W, and hence Z, = [(P x W,) n Z],; then by 
standard properties of fiber products it follows that (Z,), = 7: ~ ‘(U,), where 
r: Z, -+ P is the canonical morphism. This readily implies that the schemes 
V, x U,(Z,), form an open covering of X x P Z,, and hence, for all t E X 
the schemes q;‘(t), V,st, form an open covering of q - ‘(t). It is then suf- 
ficient to show that q; ‘(2) is regular for all couples (01, t) such that t E V,. 
Now q;‘(t)= [spec(k(t)) x ..(Z,),] @k(q) K, and hence it is enough to 
prove that the k(q)-scheme spec(k(t)) x U,(Z,), is geometrically regular. 
Without loss of generality we may assume CI = 0. Consider on ZJO 
and W,, the affrne coordinates x:= (x ,,..., x,) := (X,/X,, ,..., X,/X,), 
y:= (y,,..., Yd = (Y,/Yo,..., Y,/Y,). Then U. x W,, = spec(k[x, y]) and 
& = spec(kCx, ill), where G = 1 + C;=, xiyi. It follows that 
spec(k(t)) x u,(Zo), = spec(Bh where B=k(t) OkCxl kCx, yl/(G) OkC.,., 
k(y); thus it is enough to show that B is geometrically regular as a k(y)- 
algebra. 
Now let J E k(t) be the image of x,, for i = l,..., n, and put f = (.f, ,..., f,,). 
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By assumption k(t)/k(f) is a separable field extension, and hence we may 
assume that k(t) = k(f), i.e., after some simplifications, that 
Thus the conclusion is an immediate consequence of the following Lem- 
mas 1 and 2. 
LEMMA 1. Let (A, m, K) be a local k-algebra essentially of finite type. 
Then the ,following are equivalent: 
(i) A is geometrically regular; 
(ii) dim A + trdeg,K= rank,(SZ,,, @,., K). 
Proof See [6, Ex. 7.4(ii) p. 471 
LEMMA 2. Let k be an algebraically closedfield, let L: = k(f, ,..., f,) be a 
field extension of k with trdeg, L = d and let K: = k( y, ,..., y,) be a purely 
transcendental field extension of k. Let FE L[ y,,..., y,] be defined by 
F:= C;=,fiy;+ 1. Then B:= L[y, ,..., y,]/(F) Okcpl ....,- V,IK is geometrically 
regular over K. 
Proof Since L is essentially of finite type over k, B is essentially of finite 
type over K; therefore by Lemma 1 it is sufficient to prove that for each 
p E spec B one has 
dim B, + trdeg. k(p) = rank,c,,(QBl,,K OB, k(p)). (1) 
Let C: = L Ok K. We have B = C/(F), where we identify F with its image 
in C. Every p E spec B is extended from a ?p E spec C, with k(p) = k($J) and 
we have 
dim C, + trdeg. WP) = rankk,.,(Qc,,, Oc, WV)). (2) 
Indeed, as k is algebraically closed, L is geometrically regular over k, 
whence C is geometrically regular over K, so (2) follows by Lemma 1 
applied to the local K-algebra C,. 
Since C is a domain (see [3, No. 24, 4.3.9]), dim B, = dim C, - 1, then 
(1) follows by (2) if we prove that 
rankkc,j(QB,,,K OB,k(p))=rank,(,p,(52~,/,o~,k(‘P))- 1. (3) 
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It is clear that RCpIK Oc, k(p)?Q,, Ock(p) and Qs,,k 0, k(p)g 
a,,@ k(p). Moreover by [ 10, Theorem 58, p. 1871 we have O,,,g 
(Q,, Oc B)/B(dF@ 1); whence, being k(p) = k(p): 
where we put X = x @ 1 for any x E Q,,,. 
So in order to prove (3) it is sufficient to show that if FE p then dF#O. 
Let us assume that FE p and @= 0 and let us deduce a contradiction. 
Since L : = k(f, ,..., fj,), SZLIK is generated as an L-module by d!, ,..., dfn ; 
moreover, L is separably generated over k because k is algebraically closed; 
hence by [7, Corollary 5.16, p. 591, we may assume that df, ,..., 4fd form a 
bases for QLlk, whence the following relations: 
df,= i l.,df, i=d+ l,..., n, ri,i~L. (4) 
,=I 
Since .Q C,K = Q,,, 0 L C (see [ 10, Example 2, p. 186]), we have that 
i-2 C,K is a free C-module with bases dfi ,..., dfd, and hence dfl ,..., dfd form a 
bases of Q,,, Oc k(p) over k(p). 
By assumption F= C:‘=, f, yj + 1 E L[y] G C and hence by (4) we have 
in Qc,, the relation: 
dF= i 
( 
y,+ i 4,~, df,. 
> 
(5) 
i= I j=C/+ I 
If we identify L and K with their isomorphic images in k(p), from (5) and 
the assumption %= 0 we have, in Q2,.!,@ k(p): 
0= t 
i 
yi+ i ijiy, df, 
r=l >- 
(6) 
t=d+ I 
which implies the relations in k(p): 
y, = - i &; y, i=l d. ,..., (7) 
j=cl+ I
Now C is a ring of fractions of L[y], and hence p = qC, where 
q E Spec(L[y]); it follows then from (7) that k(p) = k(q) is generated, as a 
field extension of L, by ydf , ,..., yn. Moreover since FE p we have in k(p) 
the equality 
1+ i fry,=o. (8) 
,=I 
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Substituting (7) in (8) we obtain an algebraic relation among yd+ i,..., y, 
with coefficients in L. Hence 
trdegLk(p) dn - d- 1. (9) 
On the other hand, as C= L[y] OkLy,K, trdeg,k(v) = trdeg, k(Q)= 
dim L[y]/D = n - At(D) = n - dim C, > n - dim C. Since by [ 12, Theorem 
3.11, dim C = min{ trdeg, K, trdeg, L} = d, one has trdeglk(!#) > n - d, 
against (9). 
Remarks. (i) Axiom (Al) is used to prove that the k(q)-scheme 
X x $ Z, is geometrically 9, by means of the regularity of the fibers of q 
(see proof of Theorem 1). 
If (Al) is not satisfied, the method as it is does not apply; but one can 
still hope to prove Theorem 1 by using (A2) and some other method to 
show that X x p Z, is geometrically 9. We would like to know whether 
this is possible for 9 = WN; indeed, as we shall see in the next section, this 
property, in positive characteristic, verifies (A2) but not (Al). 
(ii) It is not possible to replace (Al) by the weaker axiom 
(Al’) 9 is preserved by regular morphisms 
In fact, in characteristic p > 0, for certain field extensions K of k(q), the 
fibers of q cannot be geometrically regular. These fibers indeed are 
described by such rings B as the one studied in Lemma 2; and it is clear 
that if K’ = k( yi”‘,..., y:“‘), the ring B OK K’ is not geometrically regular 
over L, because if L’ = k(,f‘ifp ,..., f:‘J’), the ring B’ = L’ @,(B OK K’) is not 
reduced. 
3. RELATIONS WITH WEAK NORMALITY 
In this section we discuss the axioms (Al), (A2), and (A3) for g= WN. 
It follows easily from [8, (IV.3)] that (A3) holds in any characteristic. 
Moreover WN is preserved by any flat ring homomorlism A -+ B having 
geometrically reduced fibers and normal generic fibers [S, (111.2)]. This 
implies (Al ) if one assumes that there is a ground field of characteristic 
zero. The following example shows that (Al) is false in general, even for 
schemes essentially of finite type over an algebraically closed field. 
EXAMPLE. Let k, be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0 
and let k = k,(X, Y). Put K = k(Z), where Zp2 + XZp + XY = 0 and let t E R 
be such that tP = X. We observe first that k = krad in K (i.e., no element in 
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K/k is purely inseparable over k), while k( t)rad #k(t) in K(t), because 
(Z” + tZ)p E k(t) and Zp + tZ $ k(t). 
Let now A=k x KK[U]Cuj. By [2, 3.lO(iii)], A is a local WN domain 
with integral closure A = K[ U] CUj and residue field k. 
Let L be the quotient field of A and let a E A be any lifting of XE k. Then 
there is no bE L such that bP = a, for otherwise b E A and, since k = krad, 
the image of b in K must be actually in k, hence b E A, which is clearly 
impossible because X has no pth root in k. 
Put f(T)= TP-XEk[T], and F(T)=TP-aaA[T] and 
A’ = A [T]/(P). Then A’ is A-flat and a direct computation shows that the 
fibers of A + A’ are: k(t) = k[ T]/(f) at the closed point and L[ T]/(F) at 
the generic point; they are both fields, hence regular. It follows easily that 
2 = A’ aA 2, which implies that 7 is a local ring with residue field 
K(t) = amf). 
Now by [2, 1.41, A’ is not WN, because k(t)rad #k(t) in K(t). Hence 
A + A’ is a ring homomorphism with regular fibers, which does not 
preserve property WN. 
Note that A is essentially of finite type over k,, see, e.g., [2, 3.lO(iii)]. 
Now we turn our attention to (A2) and we prove that it holds in general 
for property WN. For this we need two preliminary lemmas concerning the 
behaviour of integral closure with respect to base change and taking fibers. 
LEMMA 3. Let A be a reduced k-algebra essentially of finite type, let 2 
be the integral closure of A in its total quotient ring and let KJk be a field 
extension. Then, if A ok K is normal, we have 1 ok K = A ok K. 
Proqf: Recall that 
( 0 ) if R is a reduced normal noetherian ring, then R is integrally 
closed in its total quotient ring (see, e.g., [3, No. 24 p. 1083). 
Put B: = A Ok K and denote by F and L respectively the total quotient 
rings of A and B and by S and T, respectively, the sets of nonzero divisors 
of A and B. As A + B is flat, from the inclusions A c A c F we deduce 
the inclusions BcA@* BcF@, B; moreover SC T, hence 
S ‘B = F @QA B c T- ‘B = L, and in particular L is the total quotient ring 
of 2 @A B. Now, A@.B=AOaAOkK=,?OkK, therefore by 
hypothesis and by (0) A Ok K is integrally closed in L. The conclusion 
follows then by the fact that A aa B is integral over B. 
LEMMA 4. Let g: X + Y be a birational morphism of schemes locally of 
finite type; let S be an integral scheme and let a: X -+ S and /I: Y + S be flat 
morphisms locally of finite type, such that the diagram 
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x”Y 
a 
\/ 
P 
s 
is commutative. Then the set 3: = {s E S 1 fix,: X, -+ Y, is birational} contains 
a nonempty open subset of S. 
Proof By definition of birational morphism, there exist two dense open 
subsets UcX and VC Y such that U=fpl(V) and fiu: U+ V is an 
isomorphism. By [3, No. 28, 9.5.31, the set E:= {se SI U,< is dense in X,s 
and V, is dense in Y,,} is locally constructible in S; moreover E c 3, since 
for each s E S, U,s is open in X,, V, is open in Y,y, f ~ ‘( I’,) = U, and 
AU,,: U, -+ V,V is an isomorphism. Hence the conclusion follows if we show 
that E contains the generic point q of S. By the flatness of G( and ,$ X,, and 
Y, contain all the generic points (<i)rt, of X and (Y~),~~ of Y, respectively. 
Since U and V are dense in X and Y, respectively, we have ti E U, for each 
iEI and ~,EV, for each jgJ, so t,~U,,=Unx,,, for each iEZ and 
y,~ V, = Vn Y,, for each jE J. 
LEMMA 5. Let X be a reduced scheme, whose normalization 7~: X+ X is 
finite. Let f: X + S be a morphism locally of finite type, with S integral and 
let f:= f 0 7~. Let y be the generic point of S and let us assume X, 
geometrically reduced and Xv geometrically normal. Then there exists a non- 
empty open subset U qf S such that, for each s E U, one has 8, =x. 
Proof: By [3, No. 28, 9.9.51, there exist two dense open subsets U, and 
U, of S such that, for each s E U,, X,s is geometrically normal and for each 
s E Uz, X,, is geometrically reduced; moreover by [ 10, Lemma 1, p. 1561, 
there exists a nonempty open subset U, of S such that f and f are flat at 
each point off ~~ ‘(U,) and f ‘(U,), respectively. By Lemma 4, there exists 
a dense open subset U4 of U,, hence of S, such that for each 
s E U,, qx, : X, -+ X, is a birational morphism. The conclusion follows by 
putting U: = U, n U2 n U4, since for each s E U the morphism Q,: X,s + X,T 
is finite and birational and X,s is normal. 
Now we can prove Theorem 2 (see the Introduction), which we restate 
explicitly as 
THEOREM 2. Let p: X+ S be a finite type morphism of schemes, where X 
is excellent and S is integral with generic point n. Let us assume X, 
geometrically WN over k(n). Then there exists an open neighbourhood U of’n 
such that X, is geometrically WN for each s E U. 
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Proof: By [3, No. 28, 9.9.53 and [ 10, Theorem 53, p. 1591 and by the 
fact that S is integral, we may assume that X, is geometrically reduced for 
each s E S and that p is flat; then by [3, No. 28, 11.3.131, X is reduced. Let 
rc: X+ X be the normalization of X and let Z: = (X x X 8),,,. Let us con- 
sider the diagram 
82 
P P 
‘/J 
B 
S 
(10) 
where g, and g, are induced by the canonical projections p, , p2 : Xx X + X 
and p:= pox, p:= poxog, =po7cog2. 
1st Case. Let us assume x,, geometrically normal and Z, geometrically 
reduced. 
By [3, No. 28, 9.9.5 and No. 24, 7.8.6(iii)] and by Lemma 5 there exist 
two nonempty open subsets U, and U, of S such that for each SE U,, X.Y is 
geometrically normal and X, = x, and for each s E Uz, Z, is geometrically 
reduced and (with a straightforward argument) Z,Y = (z,s x X, ?.Y)red. Since 
X, is geometrically WN the sequence 
is exact (see [S, Theorem 1.6]), hence by [3, No. 28, 9.4.21, the sequence 
(Fs x x, ~\Ld 2 F.% -+ x 
is exact for each s in a non empty open subset U, of S. Then for each 
SE U:= U,n U,n U3, X,T is WN. 
As for each field extensionK/k(s)we have r,Y@k(s,K= X,V@k(sJK,for each 
SE U,(seeLemma3) and (xxxxs XsLd Ok(.s~K=((~~xXX,~.s))redOk(s)K)red, 
for each s E U,, then for each s E U, X, is geometrically WN too. 
General Case 
Put K:= k(q). We observe that, since X, is geometrically WN, 
it is geometrically reduced, too. By [3, No. 32, 17.15.14.21, there exists 
a purely inseparable finite field extension K/K such that X, OK K is 
geometrically normal and a purely inseparable finite field extension 
R/K such that ((x, gKiT~XqajE~l o,K) @R~)red = (((x, o,k) 
ORK’) OX,@~K’ ((X, OK R) ox Kl))red is geometrically reduced. By 
Lemma 3 X, @,K 0x K’ = X, @ kK’; therefore there exists a purely 
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inseparable finite extension K’/K such that X,, OK K’ is geometrically nor- 
mal and (X, OK K’ OXqBKK X, OK K’)red is geometrically reduced. 
Let us consider the following diagram 
xc x ‘1 +X,OKK 
P 
I I I 
ScspecK+ specK 
and let us assume S = spec A, so that K = Q(A) = lhrzo A,-. Since K’ is a 
K-algebra of finite presentation, by [3, No. 28, 8.8.2(ii)] and 
[ 10, Theorem 523, there exists an element f0 E A and a flat A/,-algebra of 
finite presentation B, such that B, 0 Ai0 K 5 K’ (K-isomorphism). 
Therefore we may assume that there exists ffA such that the 
corresponding morphism g: spec(/ll- @A B) = : v’ -+ V: = spec Af is surjec- 
tive, hence faithfully flat and that v’ is integral with generic point q’. Let us 
denote A”: = X x y v’, p’: X’ + v’ the canonical morphism and h: X’ + X 
the morphism induced by g. By the standard properties of fiber products 
we have X6, = X, OK K’, hence Xb, is geometrically WN over K’; and 
similarly, if for each s’ E v’ we put s: = g(s’), we have 
x:3 = J& Ok(.y)4.f) (11) 
hence Xi, is geometrically reduced for each s’ E v’. By [3, No. 28, 11.3.131, 
X’ is reduced since p’ is a flat morphism with geometrically reduced fibers 
and v’ is reduced; so we may consider the normalization rc’: x’ + X’ of 
A”, Z’:= (x’ x x, ,i?‘)red and the diagram 
where the morphisms are defined as in (10). Since 
- 
(Y),. N xv., (12) 
(?),, is geometrically normal. Moreover by (12) and by standard proper- 
ties of fiber products one has 
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hence Z;, is geometrically reduced. Therefore, by the 1st case, there exists 
an open neighbourhood U’ of q’ in v’ such that, for each s’ E u’, A’:. is 
geometrically WV. Let U: = g( U’), let s E ZJ and let s’ E u’ such that 
g(s’) =s. Since XL, is geometrically WN over k(s’) and weak normality 
descends by faithful1 flatness (see [S, 2.1 I), the conclusion follows by (11). 
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